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As you know, the next meeting of the american philosophers w ill he in
December and w ill deal with *Philosophy and the Social Sciences'.
Now I could not t e l l of any other topic more central to a l l my work.
So the announcement wrought on my mind n atu rally . I t was not so much
a series of new ideas hut a sim plification of my method of thinking
which was the re s u lt. The idea of dealing with so comprehensive a sub
je c t in one or two papers seemed littil* apposite. I thought of i t as
a hopeless beginning. But lik e a puzzle or any logical d iffic u lty ju st
the hopeless ingenuity of the program tick led me. I f e lt tkfct what was
needed was a demonstration of not more than one or two principles i f
the task shpuid he soluble at a l l .
That was how th is paper came in to being. I t is an attempt le ss of deve
loping my ideas in f u ll than of boiling them down into a n u tsh ell.
The recipe for such a problem is complicated by the fact th a t the social
sciences are not a r e a lity in the same manoiKX sense as the natural sciences
are. Nobody can doubt the or some re s u lts of the natural sciences. A
Ebrd Car, the Zeppelin, Poison gas are making i t impossible to forget
th e ir re a lity , th e ir succes.
The social sciences are a bundle of disparate departments of knowledges
which try to 'behave'. Some are under the sp ell of the natural sciences,
same are despised and doubted lik e economics, some are old-tim es, whithout
much caring for f i r s t prin cip les lik e some parts of h isto ry and philology.
In as fa r as they deserve to be called a u n it, they can f a ir ly be taken
as a promise, as a task of the fu tu re, as a new army waiting fo r i t s decla
ration of independence. i*or i f i t was true th at they had to take th e ir
orders from the natural sciences, we need not ta lk about them at a l l .
They could f a l l under the general t i t l e 'Philosophy and scien ce.' The
t i t l e 'Philosophy and the Social Sciences' contains in i t s e l f the sugges
tio n th a t a special and immediate re la tio n e x ists between Philosophy and
the tru th about so cial fa c ts which is well distinguished from our knowledge
about nature. That so cial science be distinguishable from natural science,
then, is the working hypothesis underlying the topic of the meeting next
w inter. But mark wells th is is not a conceptual problem or a question of
defining 'nature* and 'society* themselves. We are not dealing with nature
and society but with the sciences about them; Philosophy is challenged to
c r itic iz in g mental processes, s c ie n tific processes. The in stau ratio n of
n atu ral sciences by verifying hypothesis in the way of experiment, by re ?ducing many d iffe re n t observations in to emanations of general laws, can
obviously be employed fo r many problems concerning man. Eugenics, S ta tis 
ti c s , Psychology are larg ely try in g to expand the methods of natural scien
ces to new fie ld s of ap p lication. As fa r as reduction of an in fin ite m ulti
tude of experiences and observations to general ru les is intended we remain
-d iscip les of the Novum Organon or of Descartes. Now the fa c t th a t social
ifac ts are trea ted and investigated with those methods, w ill always lead to
V natural science of Society but not a t a l l to a new s ta r t of a philosokxsxi
phical organon which c a lls fo r a method causing social sciences to spring up
E ither the so cial sciences alto g eth er represent a special method abhorred,
despised and obstructed by any n atu ral s c ie n tis t or they are natural scien
ces» about society. Sciences are methods of mental operations. I f the method
is the same in p rin cip le, i t would be sheer s e lf betrayal to c a ll for two
d iffere n t names.

To illustrate this point it may help us to look backward, as well as forward.
The Social Sciences being at best a promise and a believed Future may not
have, a method of their own. But that the problem of method is all impor
tant, can be shown from a comparison of the philosophy inspiring all natu
ral science since the 16th wentury with the philosophy which built up the
medieval civilisation. A closer inspection of their values will be given in
the appendix. At this point, let us take for granted what is proved in the
appendix that both a philosophy of values and one of natural sciences are
two perpetual elements of our m o d e m thought. Both are stretching out into
the field of society.
Moralizing and rationalizing of the social processes is going on all the time
and will always go on. There is theology and there is natural science con
cerned with Society. But society itself cannot give birth to these two scien
ces for one simple season. No A B C or D can .claim of being an external
observer or of experimenting in society really. Neither is society transcen
ding us like the idea and God. The own experiment and the own ideas of the
social scientists change the propositions and qualities of society itself.
They can, futhermore, not claim to deal with a body of universally establi
shed truth. For society contains believers and unbelievers, good and bad,
historical men and unhistorical children. He can impose no revealed truth
on society or he becomes
a dogmatic naturalist or theologian.
In this impasse a way out is furnished by one very simple observation.
Whereas God does not speak in human language and nature does not speak,
all social facts are accompanied by the words of those who are producing
these facts or are registaring, attacking or defending these same facts.
No social fact is without the accompaniment of names labelling them, human
utterances concomitant to these facts. A family is not a fact like a moun
tain, because the members of the family call themselves the RosenstockHuessys or the Joneses. The father of that family is called £a± a father,
the child his son and so forth. When the sociologists begins to describe a
nation in rapid decay he may have to register as one of the clearest symp
toms of its decay the boastfulness of its members. Their bragging of clim
bing up Olympic heights may become an argument in his essay to proof their
incontrovertible doom.
The self consciousness of each part of society is one of the elements of so
cial reality. There are Germans, Americans, Workers and Capitalists, Colle
ges and Legions not only as denominations and matters of fact. But they all
are matters of namesgiving processus in society, as well. The descriptive
or the evaluating work of the social scientist may add a new label to Metho
dism or Bolshevism or Idealism. Bujt one of his observations is that some
people praise Bolshevism as a messianic hope and others curse it as the end
of civilisation.
All social facts have this quality in common that they have been named, la
belled, and termed before sciende can observe or organise them. This is not
an empirical fact but a principle derived from the concept of society itself.
Society means collaboration of social forces, of parts of a whole. All these
social forces are represented by human beings who talk and who are named ac
cording to their social functions and offices. Man is a dignitary holding of
fice in society. Child, slave, private, woman are as official names as Jews
Christians, heroes and veterans are. All names are inherent to the social or
der because they assign places to members of societies or to enemies of so
ci e t y ^ Society being interaction of human beings, it is impossible that any
part can be played in this society without a certain degree of self conscious
ness on all sides%involved in the interplay. Now social self-consciousness is
expressed in words. Words and ideologies, then, are one inescapable element
o£ every subjectmatter of the social sciences. The social sciences can never
get hold of naked facts. They always find facts disguised and wrapped up into
language, because society can not exist without a minimum of self-consciousness

and ideology of its members about their functions.
In this analysis words are shown to be an element of the objective world
which the social sciences whishes to discover or to organise mentally.
Names, values, words, are here not found on the side of the thinker but
on the side of his subjectmatter. Society's own elements are not only money,
human bodies, politics etc; philosophical criticisms, theological wreeds,
scientific slogans are social facts of greatest importance. The name of
Einstein is a social phenomenon for the social scientist precisely as Hitler.
What can the philospJihBr offer to enlighten the sociologist in a situation
where every word and name has at least a twofold meaning, one in his own
scientific work and another among the pa±ts of the society of which he tries
to build up a science. A third ere of philosophical epistemology is needed
because neither dialectics nor logic admit the law of the plurality of HkgEE*
t±Yg s h objective and a subjective world-languages.
And yet the case is not hopeless. For dialectics and logic are not the only
elements on which to build a critical philosophy. The third branch of the
trivium, grammar, was always a slave of dialectics or logic. For example
medieval grammar is wholly dependent on dialectics. M o d e m philology on the
prevailing theory of logic. But as soon as we face social facts grammar sud
denly gains an importance unheard of before.
The grammatical structure of any social phenomenon can not be neglected once
we admit that in each social fact some self-conscious functioning of human
beings is involved and that self-consciousness is expressed by words and names.
The simplest fact may illustrate this. When a police cop summons a mob to dis
perse, he will shout Goi In general after a minute the mob will have made its
decision whether to go or not to go. In both cases ikagc three remarks: the cop
on duty, -the members of the crowd and the reporter will state the same event
in three different sentences: the crowd sgys: we go
the cop:
you go?
the reporter: they go.
Any social fact, then, can be described in at least three ways:
1. The acting part of society gives a name to what it is driving: I do this.
2. Its antagonist, who is effected by his action says: you do this.
3. The observer who is registering the action says: He does this or he did
this or he always does this.
The list I do you do he does seems pretty abstract. And as the skeleton
of an epistemology it cannot be too abstract.
It is the minimum of pluralistic judgement which exists ain any social pheno
menon: those who do, those who are concerned, and the disinterested scienti
fic mind cannot help expressing themselves in three different grammatical forms.
A futher reduction into rasxaiadEEnfflssdfc the one statement: he goes for example
id impossible. If a scientist think® that the description 'he goes' suffices
and does not mention the words concomitant to the event in the mouth of the
do:er and the sufferers, he degrades his social fact into a fact of nature.
He; gives up his claim of believing in a special social science. Most modern
sociologists, in fact, are natural scientists in their method, even against
their intention. Because they think they can describe social reality without
explaining why the man who does an act in society calls it 'I go', whereas
heU the scientist, says: 'He gang® runs'. The grammatical interaction between
the| ’I' the 'you£', and the 'he1 is by no means arbitrary.
A Republican says: 'I deliver Rome from despotism.' Cesar says: 'Et tu, Brute,
art murdering me?' The^historian has not only to report both conceptions; he
must
well use in his sentence a third verb, neither 'deliver1 nor 'murder',
I suppose. But whatever he choOses, his description of how Brutus 'killed'
Cesar, is ba’sed on the two ways of thought and speech prevailing in the part
ners to the event themselves.

I deliver
You murder
....
,^
He killed
are three links in the grammatical structure of social thought precisely
as lawful as Major Minor and Conclusion in a logical syllogism.
The secret of grammar consits in that it places all the members of society
in their proper plaee. He who acts pepresents the seat of self-consciousness.
So he is condemned to say 51 did it*. They who suffer from his action repre
sent the seat of the natural repercussion and so they shouts 'you do that?'
He who meditates or contemplates can pacify the vibrations of
excitement
which thrilled the doe»4and permeated the sufferers. In his third sentence
'he did it'» the social process reaches its end. It is no longer dangerous,
unlimited. The social scientist, by his discussion, tries to put an end to
the violent repercussions and the vibrations which pervade society ever since
this particular action broke into the previous framework of society.
Perhaps the social-scientist is less a peacemaker than the dove which is
proving that dry land is in the sight after passion has flooded the parties
to the social struggle. But peacemaker or dove, always is the social scien
tist the late b o m brother of the man who cried out '1' and the reacting
neighbours who cried 'You'. He is distinguished from them by his grammatical
position or situation which allows him to call the I and You a He. But
that only means that his mind is towering over the struggle. It does not mean
that he is not or should not be a partner to the struggle for the other parts
of his being. You can be a Pacifist in Social Science and yet come to bear
arms against Japan as an American. Nobody can boast of being a He -speaker
in Social Science who does not admit that he was and is in many respects an
'1' and a 'you' in society as well.
The grammatical aspect of society makes the impartiality of the scientist
dependent on his capacity for being partial as a natural man.
The scientific judgement in the Social Sciences has not the same meaning as
it has in the natural sciences. The chemist must have no predelection for
hydrogen or oxygen, when he is going to study the mixture of those elements.
He begins with a mind passionately devoted to truth but not to hydrogen.
The sociologist begins with a natural soul passionately devoted to those he
loves and passionately averse to everything thht maight scare those whom he
loves. He who does not love his hero at the beginning will never prove a good
biographer. He may cool off, he may listen to all sides, indeed he must, but
he must keep aware of the gaat fact that he could never have written the bio
graphy if he had been so cd>ld and indifferent about his hero before he began
his work. The part played by benighted enthousiasm and naive faith in creative
work must be frankly admitted by the social scientist. They have always played
( their part. But they never got their proper place in scientific theory.
The grammatical theory allows us to say that social facts in order that they
| might happen at all must and shall never be called in the same language by
those who create them, by those who oppose them, and by those who relate them.
It is neither possible or desirable that a boy who marries terms his sex re
lations with the words apposite for the doctor. The scientific reason for this
is that each function in society is slated for extinction if it is not allowed
{ to produce its own self-consciousness. He who is not allowed to say that he
marries the best, and most beautiful girl should not ma±ry and need not marry
at all. The social sciences have to admit allegedly "wrong" expressions and
unscientific language not only as admissible but as necessary for the bringing
about of all important social events.
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Th^ ambition of a physicist is to make all people know how to reduce albumine
to protein, or the air into its elements, or molecules to their atoms.
The ambition of jrhe social scientist is the opposite. He must study that
amount of unscientific language which is the intrinsic requirement of social
life.
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Bach function in society requims terma, names, evaluation in the mind of
the man who represents this function. Thus the grammatical epistemology
emancipates the social scientist from the domination of physics in which
every function is explained by one formula. The social scientist asks what
,jg,
of different-evaluations and different eelf-conscitrasnesses '
for preserving the antagonistic functions in society. Take our own symposion,
How far must a logician, a grammarian, a philosopher of religion, an estheticist preserve a different terminology in order to survive and to fulfil
his function in the department successfully?
Dialectics asks; How many opinions can be tolerated about the same values?
Logic asks? How many facts can be explained by the same reason?
Grammar asks; How many faiths are necessary for preserving the many functions
of society?
‘
The minirmiin of contradictions and the maximum of contradictions which might
be consistent with the vitality of society, are the grammatical problem of
society. The number of tolerable contradictions is not innumerable but can
never become one.
A young man, a child, and a hoary head will never call a new event either a
war or the zeppelin arrival with the same names. And they shall not. Glasswar is only one out of thousand examples where the application of the natu
ral scientist's logic led people astray; the Class-war is eternal in as far
as it is functional; it is temporary insofar as it is not functional. Em
ployer and employee will always exist albeit that the Government becomes the
only employer. But in that case the function of an employee has not disappear
ed and his interest in immediate higher wages will still try to frustrate the
interest of the Government in higher output. In this sense, the fate of marx
ism is significant of our situation between two eras of different scientific
logic. To Marx as a disciple of d' Alembert and Diderot and Hegel, it was im
possible to look at social processes with unscientific eyes and scientific
eyes both. He believed that social action did not necessarily need a variety
of social vocabularies. He believed that his one social vocabulary could re
place all unscientific and emotional vocabularies. Meanwhile the culte of
Lenin and many other emotions had to be exploited in Russia again and again.
The idea of building society on logic was given up when Russia allied herself
with France and joined the League. Society is accessible for scientific con
sciousness only when the many functions of society have conquered their place
by a series of unscientific processes of self-consciousness which are equally
truex and legitimate as science because they are equally vital.
An independent body of social sciences can not be based on dialectics or logic
because it can never intend to abolish the minimum of necessary contradictions
among all the speaking functionaries of society. But the grammatical method
can explain to all the relative character of their contradictions.

Thus the problem of a grammatical epistemology may be approached from the
side of concomitant selfconsciousnesses of the different persond in society;
I, you and he or it. In this case we find the scientist in a function which
differs in person from the functions officiated by the humans he is observing.
It is his function to observe and to report his findings about the 'hes' and
Ashes' who live socially. But it is not their bussiness to look at their own
actions in the same impersonal or third-person-fashion. On the contrary he
nmst expect them to look at their social duties in the light of an I who feels
responsible and a you who feels critical about those actions. Differentiation
of a pluralism of intellectual processes, mental processes, reasonable func
tions, and a sociology of knowledge and sciende itself is a premise for the
eventual future of a real science of society.
But there is not only the necessary pluralism of reasonable persons gradually
leading up from the passionate doers, actors and partners to social actions
to the pacifying sociologist, all using reason for a different purpose and
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therefore bound to use different language and terminology» The social
scientist can find his own position in the history of philosophy itself
only if he disc<^fsf^t^t‘:^ 8 l ^ c ^ y and natural philosophy'speak and' are
compelled to speak of man in a way forbidden to him®
The -grammatical conception of the first principles for an independent so
cial sciende will not be stabilized before it can be proaved that logic
and dialectics never wanted to deal with a pluralism of intellectual con
sciousnesses ,js£ antagonistic to each other and still desirable and why
they did not want to do so.
Neither a theory of values nor a theory of nature is compelled or allowed ±as
to dissolve 'man* into the plural 'men' on principle. Dialectics of medieval
theology and the logic of m o d e m science and mathematics know of man in the
singular only® Jesus, the measuring rod of medieval dialectics,
of Aristotle and the observer of Einstein are all singular -concepts.
Sinners, idiots,, and unscientific minds had to be admitted by dialecticians
and logicians. But the sinners, the idiots and the unscientific minds did
not count ± je scientifically. But they count in the social sciencesI The pro
per function of the social scientist would become meaningless without an ap
posite function of the sinner, the criminal, the idiot and the naive child.
The child plays as realistic a part in society as the scientist himself. The
latter does depend on the existence of a child’s, a layman’s, a criminal’s,
a poet's diverse ideologies. In the moment in which these people would think
the ideology and would speak the language of sociology only, their functions
would evaporate. They would all have become sociologists and be paralyzed in
the faithful fulfilment of their daily duties, for it s± is impossible to
serve, to love and to sacrifice, to forget, to reform and to build up a new
world without that division of interest, that exaggeration of importance
which puts the love to our neighbour who fell among the thieves far beyond
our general "Weltanschauung" and far closer to our eyes than all encyclopedic
scientific knowledge.
Philosophy can teach the social sciences that the knowledge produced by them
has to be forgptten as well as it ought to be established. A rotation of kta
different horizons of consciousness, from the prejudiced to the scientific
and back again is the condition under which the social scientist is allowed
to funcfion.¥ithout this rotation between knowing and forgetting again he
would destroy the society of which his sciences are telling from origin and
destiny.
It is at this point that the grammatical method most clearly is sheering off
from the dialectics of scholastic dispute and the logic of academic discus
sion® When we compare how a chemist is handling his general laws and how a
sociologist must wish to apply them, the difference will become obvious.
A chemist who knows that
is a special molecule, must keep in mind this
knowledge when he wishes to apply this law for chemical purposes. He will
experiment with multiples of this molecule, will rearrange and substitute ±±
till sill the combinations derived from his premise that
is an especial
ly important formula are tried out. At the end of his thousands of tests
scientific truth will be ascertained for this limited field.
How reverse is the method of the social scientist who transcends from theory
to practice, for example from ethics to education.
Let him state the golden rule or let him says Love your neighbour like your
self first. How is he going to apply this rule? Our times, in their bowing
before the altar of natural science, think that one can love one’s neighbour
and be oonscibous^of the general law simultaneously. Yet the Ethicist who
thinks that he can love whilst he is conscious of applying the general rule
\by his action is not loving. The simple fact that he believes to apply a rule
perverts his action from an act of love into an act of duty. For any human
/action based on a principle is lawful action and an act of love in order to
betray its origin
from love must keep clean from any logical subsumption
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under a ratio n al p rinciple. The e s th lc is t who asks from you to keep in mind
law,whem--,acting changes the currency from the -gottl of love to the paper
money of duty® He who knows the rule and is ric h of knowledge has more trou
ble to. lqvel than the child because he 9gM.t.hg&S.£<H?SO.t:ten.,the general rule
again before he can re a lly love again. I t is impossible to apply a general
sociological law- consciously. I t must be rediscovered not as the re s u lt of
a syllogism. The syllogism’would run: Major; I sh all love my neighbour
Minor; th is is my neighbour
Conclusion; th a t is why I love him.
The object of his love is the Major of his syllogism. He is in love not with
the predication of the Minor; my neighbour but with the law expressed by the
Major. He loves his id eal, not his neighbour.
The wise man who cannot help knowing and approving of the p ile must keep apart
his in te lle c tu a l love of wisdom and his spontaneous disposition to love th is
man Rrown whom he meets on the road. Consciousness of the abstract meaning of
an act transforms i t s concrete character and value.
Here an example. When the f i r s t Baronet Rothschild trie d to f u l f i l l the law
of giving a.1ms to the poor he used to go out in the dark and to f i l l with
coins the pockets of the poor who passed him w ithin the gates of the ghetto
of frankfurt, by pacing up and down and never stoppmggsx or looking at those
he surprised by his spending. To him the anonymity of the g if t was the essen
t i a l element of his charity . The same g if t of 10 Dollars ceased to be charity,
by getting connected with th e ir author. The rig h t hand sh all not know what the
le f t hand is doing because the c la ss ific a tio n of an act by i t s author or by
i t s receiver both is twa th ird of any so cial actJ
Spontaneous Love, f a ith , hope cannot be provoked to be realized in the friend
ly lig h t of th e ir abstract and ra tio n al formulation. They spring up in the
darkness of despair, weakness and hatred.
The social processes and the science of society are blocking each other when
ever the consciousness needed for one is encroaching on the situ atio n of the
other.
The outburst ‘1 love1 never is the application of a Major to a Minor, but the
rediscovery of a perpetual p o te n tia lity as a present ac tu a lity . Now th is po
te n tia lity of love in general and the a c tu a lity of my love in p articu lar must
be separated by a more or le ss long time span during which our consciousness
is blighted or at le a st uncertain of the s itu a tio n . Nobody can say or think
*1 love you1 fo r the f i r t s time without becoming conscious of i t in th is mo
ment for the f i r s t time.
And he cannot become conscious of his love fo r the f i r s t time without having
been Ignorant of i t before. He who does not discover th a t he loves with sur
prise and even with a kind of panic does not love at a l l . I t is , then, rig h t
to pretend th a t ignorance and unconsciousness must precede th is surprise and
th is discovery. And the greater the su rp rise, the purer, the deeper and the
more complete the love can be rooted in the subconscious depth of the lo v e r's
personality.
This circumstance fru s tra te s the attempt made by modem m oralists frequent
ly to id e n tify the ideas of the good, the tru e , and the b eautiful with the
v ita l processes of love hope and f a ith . The good is a regulative abstract
idea which wishes to be applied to concrete situ a tio n s . Goodness is loved
v|hen i t is applied by the id e a lis t, not he whom he b en efits.
I4ve does not ask to be loved as an idea. Jesus did not wish to be worshipped
as the idea of goodness. Though id e a lis ts humiliated him into an ideal ever
since. He e x p lic itly said th a t he who loved one of the poor, did preferably
to a l l id e a lis ts clinging consciously to th e ir irule. In fa c t when requiring
the ^ove to the one God he opposed the love of the many gseek values as much
as the love of m aterial goods. To love God with a l l your fa c u ltie s certain ly
does not mean to love goodness or beauty or tru th . I t is a fallacy to change
subject and predicate in the sentence tafet God is tru th ; though God is tru th ,
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tru th is not God. God is many other powerful things besides th at he is
tru th . He is, l i f e , eternal li f e , He is the way, he is love, he is s p ir it .
But not one of these his divine emanations or q u alifieatio n s are God them
selves. They, are predicates and adjectives, not persons. God is good. Godness is not good. The id e a lis tic advise to love goodness d iffe rs widely
from the simple statement th at i t is good to love. In the f i r s t
the
lover loves his own idea, his principle. In the second he obeys the laws!
of creation th at i t is not good for man to be lonelyi in the f i r s t case he
is alone with his abstract principle he does precisely what he is dissuaded
to do by the second ru le. To love means to transcend the boundaries of on®
iwbfttmnhf own self-made gods and to liv e the liv in g God. But the liv in g God
is unable to speak to us through mad-made ideas. He can only speak to us by
god-made creatures. What he asks us to love is h is creation, not ours.
To dismiss our general principle from our consciousness is the only way of
te stin g i t s transpersonal tru th . I f i t comes back to us in p ractise, i t s
rediscovery means th at the experiment proves the hypothesis. In Society the
experiment is a genuine experiment only when the partners to the experiment
are sincerely unaware of the principle which they are expected to prove by
th e ir behaviour! After a ll th is is the same in nature and in society. Atomes
do not know how they are expected to behave when put on t r i a l . They simply
follow th e ir spontaneous d r if t. Men cannot liv e without consciousness. S til l
i t is an interm ittent consciousness which is inherent to th e ir being aliv e.
In order to build up that very society which is ratio n alized by the sociolo
g is ts , they themselves and a l l th e ir fellow men must be allowed to act spontaHHmx
neously and to follow th e ir inborn d r if t and f l a i r and disposition.
We are finding ourselves a t a point from which we can sum up the discussion.
The social sciences, indeed, d iffe r from the n atural sciences in th a t they
ask for three levels of consciousness where the n atural s c ie n tis t is satis±±fied with two. The natural s c ie n tis t is placing his objects on one side, his
s c ie n tific consciousness on the other. Any object of the natural sciences is
not expected to change i t s behaviour simply by the fact th a t a s c ie n tific
theory of th e ir behaviour e x ists. Any object of the social sciences is bound
to change i t s behaviour by the simple expression of any s c ie n tific theory
about it® This is a serious check on the sociologist method. He must safe
guard both: the freedom of his investigations and the very existence of the
society in which he is carrying on his research. He cannot overlook the fact
th at most social processes must go on regu±arly because they are v ita l for
the very existence of the society in which the social S cien tist himself ex
is t s and functions. Lest he commit suicide he himsdlf must provide means of png
protecting the social processes against th e ir being weakened from being spotted x±,steadily by his sc ie n tific consciousness. He must pay reverence to the law
of spontaneous rediscovery which prevails for every act of fa ith , love or hope
,and that is to say for any v ita l act of social l i f e . He is not allowed to ask
■from the members of society to love his ru le but he must be w illing to Admit.
'and to teach th a t i t is b e tte r to ignore the s c ie n tific ru le than to become
incapicitated for i t s spontaneous re a lis a tio n . Between the p o te n tia litie s
of science and i t s realisatio n s in society no object lin e can be drawn whereas
our knowledge about nature of things can be applied consciously. For the na
tu ra l sciences, then, i t suffices to know of two lev els of consciousness: one
jis the level preceding our s c ie n tific research; the other is the level repre
sented by science it s e lf .
For the social sciences two lev els of consciousnesses do not su ffice. Beyond
the s c ie n tific level a th ird level is needed without which science would de
stroy society. On th is th ird level the f a ir proportions between s c ie n tific
copiousness and spontaneous consciousness are the re a l problem. S cien tific
consciousness being only one form of social consciousness among others looses
i t s absolute rig h t of sovereignty on th is le v e l. Though being free in i t s
sphere i t is not freer thap the other types of consciousness. The wisdom of
th is th ird level d iffers from science in th a t i t knows when to forget and

when to know s c ie n tific knowledge. In the process of man versus nature man
is allowed to be like God, omniscient, conscious, ubiquitous, not .sleeping,
not forgetting, watching and mindful for ever.
In the process of wan versus society man is not allowed to be the same at
a ll the time. Society's transformations, i t s v ita l processes depend on a
perpetual change of consciousness and a v ariety of self-consciousnesses.
The sociologists himself must point the way to th is ro tatio n and law of
transformation by heeding the phases prededing and following his own action
as much as the phase conceded to him. In the re la tio n between Society and
the Social Sciences, the S cien tist is responsible for more than his science.
He is responsible fo r a second thing too, namely the word 'and1 in the pkacsH
phrase Society and the Social Sciences. A method of the Social Sciences is
not a method of economics or history or law only, i t is the method how
sciences can become and remain aware of th e ir functions in society which
are expressed in the inconsaicious word 'and’.
This, then, is the philosopny of the Social Sciences th at they recognize an
attitu d e of the s c ie n tis t transcending his ratio n al pride and uniting him,
on the th ird le v el, to a l l men who have acquired the knowledge when to know
and when to forget, when to love and when to. le g is la te , when to tru s t and when
to investigate, when to teach and when to educate, when to re s t peacefully in
the autumnal s ta rlig h t of g en eralities and when to bum ardently from the fire
of sudden spring-fever. The syllogism of logic gives man power over nature.
The seasons of grammar make man a member of society. The social sciences are
discovering the p o te n tia litie s of man and the conditions for th e ir ^ lis a t io n .
Their philosophy teaches th at and how the discovery of these p o te n tia litie s
must not in terfere with th e ir re a lisa tio n . For there is a time for every pur
pose and for every work.

APPENDIX
In comparing the philosophy of academic science from 1600 t i l l today and of
scholastic philosophy from Abaelardud to Scotus with our present day gramma
tic a l problem of Society we may te s t our division of the sciences into the
social, the n a tu ra l, and the theological. 3?or i f i t can be proved th at the
two methods never intehded to deal with society i t becomes probable th at we
have rig h tly stated the gap l e f t by the two older s is te r s of grammatical
philosophy, by d ia le c tic s and lo g ic.
Wo shall investigate the s c ie n tific aim of medieval d ia le c tic s and the scient i f i d logic of modern times in order to answer the question: are these two
methods the complete set of possible methods? I f not, why not?
My: thesis is th a t medieval theology and modem n atural sciences are intimate
ly independent and th a t th e ir s c ie n tific recip ro city and d ia le c tic a l polari
ty is expressed by th e ir two main concepts: God and nature.
Meip. in the plural are no elementary concept n eith er of medieval nor of modem
philosophy. Both, then, have trea ted society by external methods quite inevi
tably.
The medieval philosopher was a believer seeking in stru c tio n : Pides quaerens
intellectual. He began by accepting a vast amount of dogmatic tru th , credebat
u t int^elleg&bet, and then d iffere n t in terp reta tio n s and opinions of the doc
to rs were branching o ff from a central stem of f a ith . The fa re r of from the
dogma, the more a rb itra ry could reason argue. A mouse, gold, s a lt, an earth
quake, would receive the most ridiculous in terp reta tio n s because these every
day empirical things were fa rth e st off from the bundle of universal p rin ci-

.pies essential to man's heart everywhere in the world.» But the divine digni
ty of each human soul, the au th en ticity ,o f scriptures and traditions» the
"ethical standards of the golden rule could not he explained away by scepti
cal hypotheses of the in te lle c t. Scholasticism has some cen tral facts and «tarane
observations, lif e and death of Jesus, Resurrection and miracles, from which
a tremendous science of deductive tru th is derived.
The method is ; Believe in these facts and search how fa r reason can organise
i t s opinions so th at they harmonize with these facts» New observations
though happening a l l the times through the Middle ages are exceptional. The
real curiosity and s c ie n tific work goes in for the discovery of new principles.
Scholastic Science has discovered great things. But i t s discoveries are in the
fie ld of opinions, mental visions of harmony and concordance, of hierarchy of
values. The whole pride these men jrook in the h is to ric character of th e ir re
ligion meant that the important facts were a ll recorded in the testimonies
of the fa ith and handed down from generation to generation as the minimum of
observed facts on which discussion, in terp reta tio n , science could be based
without becoming meaningless. The Sic et Non of Abaalard and the application
of the word Theologia unknown in the old church, for the new science meant
lihfrt D ialectics and Rhetorics taught the doctors of the middle ages how to
dispute and how to held d ifferen t opinions on the same f a c ts .That is why any
train in g in scholasticism is so wholesome for the th e o re tic ian . All the snares
for reason, a l l possible co ro llaries were thought out between Anselmus and
Cusanus. Words like a&dditas and ubiquitas, sameness, tran ssu b stan tiatio n
were real discoveries.
The service rendered by philosophy, then, was consciousness of d ia le c tic and
anlytic problems in the in terp reta tio n of a re la tiv e ly few generally accepted
facts.
The shortcomings of th is method in facing new facts are obvious. But i t had
i t s great merits too. Greek philosophers could not compell th e ir students or
th e ir colleages to discuss the same problems. Each school looked into a d if
ferent direction, one of m atter, the other of ideas, the klUoid of action, the
fourth of d ia le c tic s, an other of beauty and so on. The schools of Greek p h il
osophy do not re a lly concentrate on one single set of fa c ts . Each school be
gins aft the beginning and finds the beginning somewhere e lse . Scholasticism
is A ristotelian in method but by i t s C hristian lim ita tio n i t was able to work
with one method through four hundred years on the same fa c ts . That made the
achievements of medieval philosophy more f r u itf u l. The disagreements of opinir
were not allowed to change into complete d iv e rsity of recognised fa c ts.
But i t is more important to sta te i t s la stin g accomplishment. I t is s stitt a
mistake to think th at we got r id of scholasticism . I t is s t i l l and w ill be in
use for any discussion of values. The new in te re s t in i t opened our eyes for
the amount of scholastic method surviving in Kant or Heidegger or Niuolai
•.Hafebmann. Much more than A risto tle i t is the scholastic adoption and tran sfo r
mation of A risto te lic and Platonic d ia lectics which is handled in any process
of evaluation between two or more values. This remark is necessary to destroy
i the prejudice th a t scholasticism be a h is to ric a l co n cep tio n merely. Some
thing timeless and etern al is a t our disposal through the work of medieval
science. I t perhaps is not unimportant to s tre ss th is po in t. For the new me, thods of academic thinking in modern times seemed so ra d ic a lly new th a t i t
(was for a long time impossible to recognize our perpetually using of scholas
t i c ways of thinking. A risto tle himself is employed by us in his scholastic
garb and with the regiments added to his terms by Thomas and the other mas
te rs of the Middle ages since we speak fit English or German when we dispute
today and these languages are derived from the sch o lastic L atin ity .
The^ shortest formula for expressing tfcfe scholastic method is the pro and con
tra^ dispute. 5 reasons ares pro, 6 con. They are weighed, the terms axe inves
tigated whether there is a quatem io terminorum, the fin a l decision almost
always builds in some of both sides. Thus the answer becomes not a simple
deletion or annihilation of the values of one side but a hierarchy of values
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in which the lower values are made into elements of the bigger solution.
Both sides are re la tiv e ly rig h t: when they are able to show evidence \th a t
they represent a reasonable in te re st in one side of thh question® J
Now le t us turn to the s c ie n tific method of the natural sciences and begin x
with an example. A. observes two processes in Europe x and w, and formu
la te s a common rule or system explaining both. B. in Africa observes z and
v. C. reports from Jfexico three more observations o, p, and r . z, v, o, p
and r contradict the rule derived from x and w in Europe. Research man D.
proposes an experiment which we may wall T. T.±3±ra t e lls the tru th , by taxtia
te stin g the European, African and American observations. How is he going to
do it? He must add to the empirical observations already made some more which
ar4 not em pirical. The experimental observation transcends the empirical be
cause in i t as many elements of the observed facts as possible are taken up
s e p a ra te ly .
The crucial te s t of the experiments adds to a series of casual observations
one or more observations of a differen t nature because they are produced on
principle in a re la tiv e vacuum.
The method of the n atural sciences adds to the observations which happen to
be made macroscopically as many observations as possible which we can only
make under the microscope, i . e . under exeptional conditions. What, then, is
the essence of the experimental method? I ts essen tial feature is addition
of observation. The principle of the natural sciences is to increase the mass
of observed fa c ts.
Scholastic evaluation increases a r ti f ic i a ll y the number of possible opinions
on a lim ited set of fa c ts . N aturalists increase a r ti f ic i a ll y the number of
observed fa c ts to be interpreted by a lim ited number of Theories.
All natural or cosmological philosophy a fte r Descartes is w illing to doubt
a l l observations and to re ly exclusively on the self-evidence of logic. The
law of the excluded middle for example is one of i t s central p rinciples. I t
is the opposite of d ia le c tic s which held Jesus to be God and man as well.
But to the modern "Weltbild” a thing is e ith e r a or b.
D ialectical philosophy erects on a lim ited number of common facts about human
h e a rt's destiny and character an endless superstructure (as complicated as
gothic ogives).
Logical epistemology and sc ie n tific logic plunges into an endless ocean of
facts which is enlarged day a fte r day but which is to yield a few general
laws set up by reason.
In the philosophy of values and the n atural sciences our rela tio n to facts
and theory is precisely reversed. In a theory of values we have innumer&ks
in terp reta tio n s but keep down the number of fa c ts. In a science of nature
we expand the numbers of
rarat3t.fc±tra fa c ts but keep down the numbers of
in terp retin g th e o ries.
1) The progress of d ia le c tic s beyond the simple ju rid ic a l decisioni Black
and S hite, Godd ami Bad, Tea or No, G uilty - Not g u ilty are well expres
sed by G ilbert de la Poir4e, one of the e a rlie r scholastics in his com
mentary on Boethius (Migne 6 4 , 1258 AB): Non omnis contradictio questio#
| e s t. Una enim a lte ra pars contradictionis nu lla prorsus habere argumenta
V v e r ita tis v id e tu r...» aut cum neutra pars v e r ita tis et f a ls i ta ti s ar gumen* ta potest habere, tunc contradictio non e$& questio. Cuius vero utraque
pars argumenta v e r ita tis habere v idetur, questio e s t.
Not every contrad ictio n is a d ia le c tic a l problem. For when one part of the
contradiction seems to have no arguments of tru th or when neither part
can offer proofs fo r true or fa lse , the contradiction is no question.
Whereas when both sides seem to have arguments of tru th , a d ia le c tic a l
problem e x ists.
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Now we are prepared to approach the sciences about social processes. We can
' see immediately th at the situation-which we find here, re a lly cannot be
treated by either, method, because we find th a t the problem of society or of
mankind-.is not exhausted when we have asked fo r values, fo r gsaat the good
tone and beautiful or when we ask for the f i r s t thermodynamic law. I t be
gins only when theology and natural sciences, with the most e ffic ie n t d ia
le c tic s and the most symbolic logic, have done th e ir work.
And i t begins with the grammar of society which enables men, peculiar men
to operate on ideas and things in the funny way philosophers do.
The old trivium of the lib e ra l a rts : d ia le c tic s , rh eto rics, grammar proved
more compete than i t s medieval and modern forms.
’Philosophy*, as a term, changed i t s content twice already. I ts contribution
to the era of the social sciences w ill be a theory of Minima and Maxima of
Contradictions. I t w ill never allow for one language only, (the Marxian and
Fascist heresy). On the other hand i t w ill check the meaningless atomization
of the scattered score of Sciences around men which revel in disorganised
s ta tis tic s and footnotes on footnotes to fa c ts.
The £ k grammatical method is not m onistic. But i t is a s c ie n tific method
which is able to control the consciousness of the sociologist, h isto rian ,
p o litic a l sc ie n tis t and to bring them back from th e ir casual and empirical
contradictions to the building up of necessary and functionary contradictions.

Typed out from the manuscript, 68 + 2 p p ., by Lise van der Molen, Winsum
25 - 27th of October 198?.
The manuscript was written, I guess, in 1942. Sxfxx Confer the mentioning
of the war with Japan, which broke out in December 1941* The conference re
ferred to was in December too. Check the topicl
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